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Imagery and emotion production during hypnosis: an
electrophysiological approach
Results:
Thirteen high hypnotizable subjects participated in live hypnotic induction that
included deep hypnotic relaxation, recollection of emotionally neutral, positive (P) and
negative (N) past events. Eyes-closed waking state was considered as a baseline condition.
Traditional spectral analysis of EEG (19 sites) was applied. Heart rate and skin conduction
changes under hypnosis paralleled the anticipated increase of arousal level from relaxation
to inner imagery and further to P and N emotion recollection, thus verifying the emotional
experience. The observed decrease of ongoing EEG oscillations and coherence within all
frequency bands under hypnosis session may reflect the specificity of hypnotic state as an
altered state of consciousness. Mental imagery led to pronounced blockage of alpha
oscillations over the posterior scalp area. The generalized increase of EEG spectral power
(SP) was observed during emotional conditions. Delta and theta SP increase was more
pronounced during N emotions, whereas alpha SP increase – during P emotions. Beta2 and
gamma1 SP was higher at medial and right frontal, central and parietal sites during P
emotions as compared to negative ones. Emotion-related patterns of coherence (COH)
changes were frequency as well as hemispheric-specific depending on emotional valence. P
emotions elicited more pronounced right-hemispheric COH increase within gamma bands.
N emotions led to greater increase of left-hemispheric COH within theta, alpha3, and beta1
bands. EEG changes in waking control session had the same direction but were less
pronounced than in hypnosis. The obtained results corroborate and extend the existing
findings of the role of EEG rhythms in hypnotic state and emotion production.
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